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*** A very special Alumni Reception Focusing on UNH's Global Impact was held in NYC on May 24, 2016. View photos from this event on UNH Alumni Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/unhalumni/photos/?tab=album&amp;album_id=10156953254880305). ***

In case you were wondering, some of your fellow alumni have returned to become employees on campus:

- **Melissa Wells ’91** - associate professor of social work
- **Raul Bernal ’03** - COLA career and professional development director
  (Raul will be the guest speaker at this year’s IA senior luncheon!)
- **Marie Boggis ’09** - UACC academic advisor
- **Megan Brabec ’13** - UACC community service coordinator / academic advisor
- **Casey Hagelin ’13** - UACC academic advisor
- **Avary Thorne ’14** - COLA academic / student services assistant

**Camille Curtis Martinez ’89** is a faculty development coordinator at UMASS Boston.

**Charlie Carey ’96** is a consulting director at IANS in the Boston area.
UNH's list of Peace Corps volunteers keeps growing. **Emily Hardy '06** regrets that she cannot attend the May alumni event in NYC as she is currently volunteering in Rwanda!

**Ali Baldwin '07** is a clinician recruiter at American Well in the San Diego area.

**Charley Faria '08** is a high school Spanish teacher in Connecticut.

With fluency in Spanish and conversational proficiency in Portuguese, **Sam Schofield '08** has travel experience in Europe and Latin America. He is currently an MBA candidate at American University in Washington, DC.

**Katherine Bragg '11** is a communications specialist at PatientsLikeMe in Boston.

**Julian Bratina '11** is a designer engineer in training at MMM Group in Ontario, Canada.

**James "Skip" Burns '11** is a tour consultant at EF Education First in Cambridge, MA.

**Sam Carmichael '13** works in the foreign exchange field in Boston.

**Brianna Cole '14** majored in political science and IA. She currently works in Washington, DC at an international development company called DAI. (http://dai.com/)

She writes that she "couldn't have found a better company to put my IA skills from UNH to good use." DAI has projects in over 150 countries in 4 major regions: Africa, Asia, MENA, and Global (Latin America, Eastern Europe, and DC-based projects) and its major client is USAID. "Given my study abroad experience and language skills from UNH, I work on projects in Global (Latin America) and have 2 projects in my portfolio, one in Guatemala and one which is a regional Central America project." DAI is starting an entry-level development assistant program, aimed at recent graduates who have an interest in international affairs/development. Brianna has offered to speak to anyone who would like to know more about DAI or the program; contact CIEGE if you wish to learn more.

**Jenna Calcavecchia '15** is currently a German teacher at One World Language School in the NH seacoast area.
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